It is investigated how the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes behave, when the bound-state fourmomentum tends to a lightlike vector, in the ladder model in which two scalar particles exchange scalar particles having mass 11. For /1=\=0, it is inferred that the scattering Green's function has multiple poles at s=O, where s stands for the invariant total energy squared, by proving that certain Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes are missing at s=O in the equal-mass case. Some evidences of the existence of multiple poles are pointed out also in the unequal-mass case with /1=\=0.
§ 1. Multiple poles in the Wick-Cutkosky model
It was found in a previous paper l ) that the scattering Green's function can have multiple poles 011 the physical sheet of the invariant total energy squared, s. Their residues cITe associated with multipole ghosts, which do not satisfy the /wrnogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation. For example, a dipole ghost appears at 5= So if two Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes, normal and ghost, coincide there and become a single amplitude of zero norm. The multi pole ghosts correspond to the missing freedoms of the system of the solutions to the homogeneous BetheSalpeter equation. Thus we can infer*) the existence of multiple poles in the scattering Green's function at s= So if certain solutions to the Bethe-Salpeter equation are found to be missing there.
The simplest, non-trivial model of the relativistic two-body problem is the -Wick-Cutkosky model,2) namely the model in which tvvo scalar particles exchange massless scalar particles in the ladder approximation. In the equal-mass case (ml = m 2 = 1), the multiple poles exist only when PI' is lightlike, where PI' denotes the total four-momentum of the system, so that P'2 =~= s. It "vas explicitly m, l, n are the magnetic, the angular-momentum and the principal quantum number, respectively. In general, it is inferred that multiple poles arc present for [1Jl [ < land/or n? l-j-3.:;) Indeed, the only solutions at s= 0 (but Pf'=4=O) *) Since the sC<1ttering Creen's func;-ion is an analytic {unction, its singularities cannot disappear suddenly because of the continuity theorem. We here assume that all solutions to the homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation are related to the residues.
JV lValulllishi are those with m = ± land Jl = l + 1 or l-+-2. Since we know the explicit solutions, *) CPKn7,m (j), P), for s> 0 in the rest frame, we can see how they behave as s->O form = ± l (for I m I < l we have to consider them in a moving frame as is discussed in ~ 4). Apart from a constant factor, the solutions 2 ),4) CPkni,±JiJ,
if n -l-1 is even, and to if n-l-1 IS odd, where
Here we have used a property of the Gegenbauer polynomial, which is a direct consequence of Rodrigues' formula.
(J ·1)
In the unequal-mass case (nzl=+cJIl2) of the Wick-Cutkosky model, there is no multiple pole at s = 0, and a complete set of lightlike solutions are explicitly found. 4 ) Instead, multiple poles are present at s = (m~1 -1Jl 2 ) 2 for n > l + 2.5) The
where qjLn (p) stands for a three-dimensional solid harmonic.
~,2.

Conjectures on multiple poles
The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the existence of n1l'ltiple poles in the ladder model in which two scalar particles exchange scdar particles having mass jJ.=-f-=O.
By means of the VVick rotaLion/) the 1:;)mogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation becomes Euclidean, (md the resulting equation has the follovving mvanances : The general solution to the Bethe-Salpeter equation for s> 0, /L==!=O was already presented in terms of the perturbation-theoretical integral representation.
g )
The existence of the I:"redholm solutions does not contradict with the above conjecture, because some of them should coincide with each other at s = s due to the degeneracy. § 3. Veriiication of Conjecture I
In this section, we present some verifications of Conjecture 1. The light like Bethe-Salpeter equation reads *) They vanish on the mass shell only in the equal-mass case because only in that case the mass shell is realized at PI"=O.
JV JVahanisizi
with P= (Po; 0, 0, Po), (Po=r=O) . Since (3 ·1) exhibits no singular behavior at Po = 0, ¢ (jJ, P), if any, is expected to be holomorphic at Po = O. Indeed, if it is a certain limit of the solution for s> 0, we can show that it is so by means of the integral representation.
D )
We here assume that any solution of (3 ·1) IS at least of (C 2 ) class. Then we may expand ¢ (j.J, P) asIa)
Since dA/ dPo----O because of the Lorentz invariance of },' we have
where with
Since the homogeneous parts of (3·4) and (3·5) have the same form with (3·3), the solutions to (3·4) and to (3·5) can exist only if
on the other hand, (3·6) shows
Therefore, (3·9) is identically satisfied because the integrand is odd in j) ".
The condition (3 ·10) is not trivial, however. If one expands a solution for s>O at P" = 0, the condition corresponding to (3 ·10) determines dA./ ds because d},/ ds does not vanish. In the present case, however, A. is indejyendent of Pc, and therefore (3 ·10) imposes a restriction on possible forms of q} (jY).
In the unequal-mass case, since 1£1 (j)) $. 0, we have to calculate (pr (j)) in order to examine (3 ·10 ). This task is not easy. I-Ience we hereafter confine ourselves to considering the equal-mass case. Then (3·10) reduces to (3 ·14) Since the integrand of I involves a factor (jY o -jh) 2, it is convenient to em ploy the new Lorentz solid harmonics,4),*)
with I m I -+ M -+ J\,;1 == L, instead of the conventional ones <ZLl?n (j)), which involve the three-dimensional angular momentum l. In (3 ·15), the double sIgn corresponds 'to the sign of m. We can expand ¢o (p), which belongs to}, }'NL, as
where F NL Ci}) has a spectral representation in jy2 and behaves like 0 ((jy2) --L~2) as j)2----?OO.9) It is possible to rotate the jyo contour of the integral I to the imaginary axis. Let p be the Euclidean vector (Pi' P2, jY3, j)4)' The Euclidean form of (3 ·15) is 
where the complex conjugate is taken in (3 ·15) but not in (3 ·17), so that
Hence the only term which survives 111 the integral I is given by
where 
Thus the requirement (3·14) leads to 
the solution ¢ (1), P), which belongs to A = AjVL, has to be a superposition of On the other hand, it is evident that all lightlike solutions for I m I = I exist because they are the straightfoward limits of the s>O solutions. The generalized Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes for I ml < I can be obtained-by starting from the solutions for I m I = I as was described in a previous paper.l)
In the unequal-mass case, we can indirectly verify Conjecture I by the existence of a multiple-Regge-pole behavior of the scattering amplitude at s 0 in the crossed channel, which, was noticed by Freedman, Jones and Wang. 12 ) As t~ + 00, where t denotes the invariant square of the s-channel momentum transfer, the scattering amplitude will behave likeS) 
F (s, t) Poo (s) t'~o(S) + POl(S). tao(S)
where a prime means a differentiation wilh respect to s. Therefore, as long as
we have the dou ble-Regge-pole behavior, which 111 turn suggests the existence of a double pole at s = 0 in the scattering Green's function. For /Lc~-f=O, we expect that (3·35) is true. Indeed, one can prove it in the equal-mass case. 13 ) Unfortunately, however, it is very difficult to prove (3·35) explicitly in the unequal-mass case because we need the knowledge of the first clerivative*) of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude at 5 = 0 with respect to J s (see Appendix A). We here assume the continuity of a j (5) with respect to the mass difference 
"'-~>O . Jh l-2
In the lightlike limit 0)-->0 with V s /(0 remammg finite. Because of (3·29), /)3 -j)o can be obtained by differentiating the denominator of the integrand with respect to z; hence by integrating by parts, (4·5) becomes
apart from a constant factor. From the above derivation, (4·6) has to be a solution to the Bethe-Salpeter equation at s = 0 belonging to the eigenvalue }lNL, and it has the magnetic quantum number m. As was shown in § 3, the only solution having such properties IS 1 co A.
(P)
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with P being lightlike. Therefore, according to the uniqueness theorem
16
) of the perturbation-theoretical integral representation, we should have (4·8) provided that the multiplicative constant is properly chosen. In Appendix B, the validity of (L1· 8) is investigated in detail in the equal-mass case.
Finally, in the Wick-Cutkosky model, we note that the lightlike limit of the moving-fram~ solution ¢/Cnlm (Aj), AP) is proportional to (PlCnlrnlm (p, P) because of It is quite interesting to compare this fact with the manifestly covariant quantization of electromagnetic field. 17 ) The scalar or longitudinal photon becomes a dipole ghost except only in the Feynman gauge, in which the Gupta-Bleuler formalism 18 ) employs only the simple ghost. We thus find that the exchariged-meson mass what extent such an analogy holds, one may speculate that if the photon is regarded as a compound particle, the gauge parameter might be closely related to the mass of the binding agent.
In this paper, we do not check the validity of Conjecture II, which states the existence of multiple poles in 0 < s:S (nZl -m 2 ) 2 in the unequal-mass case.
It is hoped to verify it in future investigation.
Appendix A
Formula for en/as
The Regge trajectory l = a (s)
Bethe-Salpeter formalism. Hence 
K¢=)J¢ (A·2)
111 the operator notation. We denote a differentiation with respect to ";-5-by affixing a prime. We know
On US111g the equation conjugate to (A· 2), one has
¢K¢
Thus we need the know ledge of a¢/a v' s at s = o. (a/az) </Jr;)2z(z, r; 0) = (a/ar)</J~P2,I--l(Z, r; 0)
Then, as was shown in a previous paper,9) (;l~1z (z, a; s) satisiies qJ7J2z(z, a; s)
and the eigenvalue }'NLI (s) is determined by
Since R (± 1, z') = 0, it follows from (B· 5), (B· 6) and (B ·10) that qJr;)}f,(± 1, a; s) =0.
1595'
(B· 1)
In the equal-mass case (nZr = m 2 ) , which we hereafter consider exclusively, (B·4) is independent of z. Hence (B· 2) is rewritten as (B -12) for I z 1<1. Furthermore, (B ·12) should hold also for :z:=c ± 1 because the additional terms 111 (4·10) (for I m I = l-1) vanish on account of (13·11) . We note that p (z; 0) and hence g (z, a, :r; 0) are independent of z.
It is important to remark that (13·12) can be true only when (B ·13) because the second term of (13·5) (for I z 1< 1) has no discrete spectrum in a.
We may rewrite (B ·13) as
For L -l even, hovvever, (13 ·14) is not trivial. We can show the validity of (B· 14) in the following way.
As 5-,,0 the rest-frame solutions for s>O tend to the spurion solutions. In that limit the denominator of the in 1egrand of (4·1) becomes r -ji -iE. 
